The E-Textile Summercamp‘s Swatchbook Exchange is a platform for sharing
physical work samples in the field of electronic textiles.
Individuals and collaborative efforts participate in the exchange by submitting a
unique swatch design of their own, and in turn receive a compiled collection of
everybody else’s swatches. Participants in the Swatch Exchange have diverse
links to the E-Textile community, including academic researchers, textile designers,
industrial designers, artists, electrical engineers and enthusiastic makers. There
are no guidelines defining what these samples could or should be, only that they
relate to the field of E-Textiles.
The following compilation is the second edition of the Swatch Exchange which took
place as part of the 2014 E-Textile Summercamp in Paillard, France.

2014

www.etextile-summercamp.org/swatch-exchange

Mika Satomi
LED POV (Persistence Of Vision) display using ATTINY45
and textile circuitry. Persistence of vision is the phenomenon
of the eye by which an afterimage is thought to persist for
approximately one twenty-fifth of a second. By rapidly moving
a single row of LEDs displaying one spatial portion at a time, a
viewer perceives an image as a whole.

Materials: 8 LEDs, ATTINY45, Copper Plated Conductive
Fabric, Cotton Fabric, Fusible Interfacing
Techniques: Laser Cutting, Soldering, Fusible Interfacing,
Chalieplexing, Bit Oparation
Schematic:
3V

In this swatch sample, I used copper plated conductive fabric
as textile traces to create a charlieplexing circuit for 8 LEDs
controlled by one ATTINY45. The fabric is fused with fabric
iron-on glue and laser cut to the particular shapes. After the
circuit is laid on the base fabric, LEDs and IC are directly
soldered onto the conductive copper fabric.
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To increase the speed of the operation, I am directly setting the
port values of the microcontroller instead of using Arduino's
digitalWrite() function.
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Inspirations/References:
“LilyPad Wrist Band POV” Instructable by Quasiben
www.instructables.com/id/LilyPad-Wrist-Band-POV
Link:
www.github.com/mikst/code/tree/master/Swatchbook_attiny_
POV

Bitlace: for Richard
Hannah Perner-Wilson
Used to adorn the edges of traditional headscarves, Turkish
needle point lace (İğne Oyası) has a history of symbolism. The
various motifs carry meanings which are used for non-verbal
communication. For example an unhappy bride who chooses
pepper spice for her crown is declaring the marriage doomed
from the start, but if she chooses red pepper, she indicates her
relationship is spicy and red hot!
The name of the motif "for Richard" remains from the
relationship within which it was first gifted. Richard's girlfriend
began decorating the hems of his shirt pocket with this Bitlace
motif. Friends and family were fascinated by the needlework,
and when pressed for her motivations, his girlfriend confessed
to them her wish that Richard spend less time keeping up with
the world through his devices.
The motif, when applied to one's own attire is interpreted as a
desire to regain control over the technologies one relies on in
everyday life. This person might be stressed, overworked or
simply overwhelmed by the amount of unread emails in their
inbox. When gifted to a close friend or relative, this motif can be
read by the recipient as a subtle hint to look up from their smart
phone, disengage from the network, and arrive at a style of
communication that is more tangible and local.
Bitlace are needle lace motifs that incorporate digital electronics
to carry meanings of their own. The motif "for Richard"
represents one bit of digital memory, depicting the simplicity
behind modern forms of communication, zero/one, on/off.

The "for Richard" motif is interactive, encouraging you to touch
the individual bits in order to be reminded of the message
they bare. The three "rabbit ears" on the right slope of the
"mountain" indicate where to touch. Touching toggles the state
of the LED light, the state is retained as memory of your touch.
Technique: Turkish needle point lace is made using only a
needle and thread, knotting the thread to create intricate two
and three-dimensional forms for decorative edgings as well as
free-standing works.
Materials and Parts: Cotton fabric, silver plated copper thread,
polyester thread, solder, ATtiny 45 microcontroller, SMD LED,
coin-cell battery, binder clip or clothspeg
In-Pattern Circuit
The circuit is made from
conductive silver plated copper
thread and non-conductive
polyester thread. A 3V coincell battery powers an ATtiny
microcontroller which is
programmed to do capacitive sensing on pin3 and every time
the capacitive lead is touched, it toggles the state of the LED
connected to pin0. The three orange “rabbit ears” indicate
where the capacitive lead is.
Inspiration: During a 2 week residency in Istanbul I learned
to make İğne Oyası. Reading about the history of this
craft and it’s symbolism inspired the idea for a collection
of contemporary motifs that use functional electronics for
symbolic meaning.
www.plusea.at/?p=5193

Blurrr
Anja Hertenberger
Blurrr blurs structures. Blurrr is part of my research into fabric
movement as an interface. Through the subtle movement of
a pager motor different patterns of the fabric get blurry to the
human eye.

Materials:
2014

1 x ATTINY 85, 2 x pager motor, 2 x transistor BC547NPN, Zelt
Conductive Fabric 0.09 ohms LessEMF, soldering, conductive
thread, foam, fabric.
Techniques:
Sewing, Laser Cutting, Cutting, Soldering, ATTINY
programming.
Schematic:

www.anjahertenberger.net

Button Switch
Ricardo O’Nascimento

2013

Inspirations/References: this is actually an old technique
that i incorporated on my recent work where a cape produces
diferent sounds depending on the way you close the buttons
and fasteners.

The piece uses conductive thread to create a switch using a
standard button. When the button is in the “button hole” the 2
parts connects and therefore could be used as a switch.

www.popkalab.com/orchestrascarf.html

Changing Patterns
Aniela Hoitink / NEFFA

Inks used for changing patterns:
- Thermochromic ink reactive at 17 degrees
2013-2014

A silkscreen printed swatch with a geometric pattern printed
with different smart inks, so the pattern changes under different
circumstances.

- Thermochromic ink reactive at 27 degrees
- Photochromic pigments reactive to UV (sunlight)
- Photo luminescence pigments (glow-in-the-dark)
- Fluorescent ink reactive to UV-A (blacklight)
They are all mixed with a transparant base

Links on smart inks in projects:
www.neffa.nl/portfolio/smart-inks/
www.neffa.nl/portfolio/listeria-towel/
www.neffa.nl/portfolio/living-wall/
www.neffa.nl/portfolio/letterbag/

Disco Dish
Lynsey Calder, Sara Robertson
This swatch displays a collection of lenticular inspired
photochromic sequins, which can be activated by the integrated
UV SMD LED or by natural sunlight. Using a variety of
techniques, such as - dye creation, screen-printing and laser
cutting we have created photochromic (red, yellow, blue)
sequins. Through the combination of these techniques, the
opportunity to produce novel embellishments for apparel which
will respond to UV light by becoming more colourful has been
achieved. We have also simulated a conceptual idea where by
an animated moiré like pattern through movement and visual
disturbance is explored.

Materials: Sequins - Nylon acetate, Photochromic dye powder
dissolved in acetone and mixed with SF20 textile binder. Petri
dish. 3V coin cell battery. Super bright UV LED. Lenticular film.
Lenticular printed acetate. Tape. Metal clip. Double sided tape.
Techniques: Lenticular designs were produced using Adobe
photoshop. 3 different Photochromic dyes were produced
through a process of dissolving raw material in heated acetone
and then mixed with SF20 textile binder. These were cooled
and then printed directly onto nylon acetate. Following this
several different sized sequins were cut using the laser cutter.
Three different sizes of lenticular stripe eye glass and one
lenticular star design eye glass were also cut on the laser cutter
to demonstrate the lenticular concept.
Inspirations/References: The swatch has been inspired
through the continuing practice of Sara Robertson and Lynsey
Calder both exploring through making the use of smart
materials within their work. External influences can be attributed
to the work of Takahiro Kurashima, namely ‘Poemotion’ and
Bridget Riley’s monochrome and colourful optical patterns that
appear to animate as they are observed.
Lynsey Calder:
www.codedchromics.wordpress.com
www.enterthefold.co.uk
Sara Robertson:
www.thepopupworkshop.wordpress.com

Haptic Crochet
Emilie Giles
Haptic Crochet is a crocheted sensor swatch made from
conductive yarn and hemp cotton yarn, designed for touch
based feedback. Crocheted objects have an interesting texture
on which to rub our fingers over, evoking different thoughts and
feelings. Haptic Crochet invites users to explore its surface
either as a craft based object or as one which can be integrated
into a circuit as a touch based sensor.

Materials: Polyester and stainless steel conductive yarn and
hemp cotton yarn.
Tools/Techniques: 3.5mm and 4mm crochet hooks.
Inspirations/References: This swatch is connected to an
Open University research project, exploring eTextiles and
touch-based interaction with regards to visual impairment.

www.emiliegiles.co.uk

Inconspicuous Matter
Celine Marcq

Inspirations/References:
- ‘chromosonic’ by Judit Eszter Karpati
2010 - 2011

Inconspicuous Matter is a low tech proposition for a electroreactive paper/textile based material which could be able
to display information when programmed accordingly. This
material is made of different layers : an inner layer of non
woven material, a middle one integrating a heating circuit, and
a last one with thermochromic material able to change colour
when heated. When the current goes through the middle layer,
it heats the thermochromic layer to the point it change colour
dramatically.

- Pulp Based Computing by Marcelo Coehlo
- Positive Flow Research Group
- STATIC! Project, by the Interactive Institute Eskilstuna
- and, colour change rings from my childhood! I always though
is way really magical till now…..!

www.celinemarcq.com/?page_id=60

Jamie’s Lace
Sara Robertson & Sarah Taylor
A lace-inspired, multi-functional colour change and lightemitting textile combining thermochromics and optical fibre.

Inspirations/References: The textile is based on recent
work combining our respective technologies which has been
selected for a European funded Expert Workshop organised
by Plymouth College of Art. Our inspiration is based on the
National Museum of Scotland’s collection of 17th century lace
samplers.

Knitted Coil
Irene Posch & Ebru Kurbak

2012

The swatch shows a coil as knitted electronic part. The
knitted coil is part of our research into how to knit electronic
components from scratch and is also part of a current
installation project of ours, The Knitted Radio, an ordinarylooking knitted sweater that would also function as radio
transmitter, based on the micro radio circuit of Tetsuo Kogawa.
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Colour Key
wool
enamelled copper wire
www.ebrukurbak.net
www.ireneposch.net

Light Topography
Martin De Bie
With this sample, i try to combine 3D print and fabric. Last
year at the summer camp, i already try to do it but they were
to much issues. I made several tries with different kind of
fabric, but i always had the same problem the 3D parts doesn’t
stick to the fabric or when it does you lost the flexibility of the
fabric because if you manipulate it it goes away. Today with
the expansion of the 3D print movement with see a lot of new
machines but also a lot of new kind of filament and during this
last year i discover a lot of them: wood filament, chalk filament,
nylon filament… and especially flexible filament. The thing
that was almost impossible last year i try to do it now with this
flexible filament. The flexibility of this material allow you to keep
the 3D part stick to the fabric but it's to complicate to print it to
much issues with the extruder. I continue my experimentations
but now i decide to print a shape with holes to sew it on the
fabric. In this case i decide to print a structure where i hide a
led so the 3D part protect it but play role of diffusion point for
the light.

Materials:
2014

Cotton fabric (large mesh to have the plastic enter in it),
conductive thread, led, ABS filament.
Techniques:
To realise this sample, first i sew with a sewing machine and
conductive thread a simple circuit to power my led with coin
cell battery. Next i print my shape to hide the led and i sew
everything together.

Pattern Keyboard
Claire Williams & Wendy Van Wynsberghe

2013-2014

To programme the pattern keyboard you can use a Python
script or Scratch for example. To test the pattern keyboard
and make it create a sound when a pattern is touched you can
upload a script at:

The machine knitted jacquard patterns become a textile
keyboard which can interact with all sorts of digital devices.

www.github.com/clairewiwi/pattern-keyboard

Connected with a MaKeyMaKey the knitted pattern becomes a
way of experimenting with sound, videos, games etc...

Materials: Acrylic & conductive yarn

The 3 patterns are x2 outputs and x1 ground. The left hand
has to touch the pattern connected to the ground and with the
right hand you can touch either of the patterns connected to the
output of your MaKeyMaKey board.

Sources: www.makeymakey.com

Pressure Switch Knit
Katharina Bredies, Pauline Vierne for DRL, UdK Berlin
This knitted fabric sensor has been made with a double bed
linear knitting machine. The parts in relief are created by using
tuck stitches technique to obtain two conductive and isolated
sides. When you press on one of the points where conductive
threads cross, the electrical switch is closed and the electricity
(low voltage) flows.
Two different kinds of conductive threads were used: one highly
conductive, made of copper from Karl Grimm and another one,
silver plated , from Statex Shieldex, with resistive specifications.
Due to such resistive component we can get different resistive
values. Because of them it is possible to determine the position
of the contact.
Furthermore, on this piece we can use six different pressure
sensors areas (lines), each of them with nine « switches ».
All the six pressure sensor areas are connected to the Analog
inputs. They can be programmed together or individually
according to the chosen scenario.
For the exhibition in CeBit, in Hannover, March 2014, the
sensor, as a cushion, was included in a smart-home context.
The idea then was to have a visible lighting effect while
someone was sitting on the sensor. So four areas triggered a
blink effect while the two left were about a fade effect.
Eventually this fabric sensor involves our relation with our light
– and thereby our energy – consumption. How can our home
devices be more responsible and related to our real needs?

Inspirations/References: Knitted researches from textile
designers at the Design Research Lab : Katharina Bredies,
Hannah Perner-Wilson, Sara Diaz Rodriguez

“Single Pole Double
Throw” Switch
Isabel Cabral & A. P. Souto

2014

Action origami techniques provide the possibility to develop
textile structures with more than one configuration.
The swatch – Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) Switch – is
inspired by Jacob’s ladder toy and explores the ability to control
two electrical circuits, at different folding phases.
The toy’s morphology was studied and a folding variation
developed in order to achieve a greater number of
configurations.
This work addresses on-going research focused on e-textiles
screen-printed with conductive pigments.

References/Inspirations: Jacob’s ladder toys

Sound Scales
Meg Grant
This sample shows how a single piezo disc can be embedded
into paillette sequin fabric. I used this technique for my project
Sound Scales. Sound Scales is a dress that surrounds the
body with sound in a similar way that perfume surrounds the
body with scent. One hundred and sixty piezo elements are
integrated into a paillette-covered fabric to showcase the form
of the component. Each piezo is individually addressable via
10 daisy-chained motor drivers linked to an Arduino microcontroller.

Materials: In the textile – paillette sequin fabric (plastic sequins
machine-stitched onto mesh fabric backing), brass piezo
diaphragm, nail varnish, enameled copper litz wire, solder,
Gunze & Mitsufuji gold coated polyamide.
In the paper circuit – paper, self-adhesive copper foil,
Velostat®, SOIC 555 chip, 1KΩ resistor, 1µF capacator, solder,
hot glue, double-sided tape.
Techniques: A sewing hole was drilled in the piezo element,
which was then coated in nail varnish to reduce any oxidization.
The piezo is stitched to the fabric and connected to ground by
sewing through the hole with conductive thread. In the dress,
this is a series of ground threads laid into the base mesh fabric.
Once sewn in place, a fine litz wire is attached with low-temp
solder paste to the ceramic part of the piezo. In the dress,
these wires are connected to a chain of PWM motor drivers, but
for the swatch I’ve used a simple astable frequency circuit using
a 555 IC. The copper foil circuit was designed in Illustrator and
cut on a vinyl cutting machine.

More information about the original project:
www.meggrant.com/soundscales.php
More information about making this swatch:
www.meggrant.com/soundscales-swatch.php

Static Electricity Probe
Beam Contrechoc
This swatch is a research tool for investigating static electricity
properties of your e-textile fabrics.
Reason and motive: A Darlington array touch sensor works
perfectly outside textiles, but more than once it doesn’t when
sewed in. This is because static electricity is enough to exite
the darlington array. This Swatch reverses this disaster:
investigate in advance if static electricity will block your nice
touch sensor with your combination of fabric and conductive
material.

Usage: Press the button and make sure you touch also the
upper part of the battery (in big upper hole). Test by touching
the front metal probe with your other hand, the LED should light
up. The battery can be replaced. Plastic foil is a good material
for exploring: it has local points which light up. Conductive
material gives a very constant reaction. The tool works also
to discover if there is any conductive material in a textile and
where: for this touch the material with your hand and explore
the fabric with the probe.
Remark: The universe of static electricity is very variable! Static
electricity depends on temperature, humidity and materials. The
probe is most exciting in winter :-)

Technology: A darlington array of two BC547 transistors, a
LED, 3V battery in PLA case. The setup is a prototype – not
yet as clever designed as the Chinese gadgets! Together with
the probe there are some samples of fabric to start testing.
Rubbing helps when you want a bit of action.

Print the case yourself! STL files:
www.contrech.home.xs4all.nl/swatch_files/upper6.stl
www.contrech.home.xs4all.nl/swatch_files/lower11.stl

Twitch Knit:
a textile muscle
Melissa Coleman

Materials:
Indigo cotton thread and .13 mm muscle wire (NiTi SMA)

2014

Twitch Knit is a textile that communicates the liveliness of living
matter. Just like organic muscular tissue this knit moves under
the influence of electricity. When the knit is powered with 3.3V it
contracts. When the power is turned off the knit relaxes and can
be stretched back into its original shape. The sample can also
be activated with the heat of a hair dryer.

Techniques:
Twitch Knit is a loose cotton knit with 1 row of incorporated
muscle wire. Halfway through the process the muscle wire was
laid into the machine to be knit together with the cotton thread.
The knit has been pulled out of shape to change the size of
the individual stitches and give the sample an organic look.
The sample was created on an Empisal Mini Knitting Machine
with stitch size 12 and an e-wrap cast on. The muscle wire was
trained into a spring shape by wrapping it around the tip of a
soldering iron for a few minutes.
Inspirations/References:
The sample is inspired by groups of biological muscle cells,
which are all similar yet unique in their individual shape and
size. Just like muscle cells the stitches of this knit can contract
and relax.
Note: Using this sample with a coin cell will work, but will also
quickly drain your battery.
Link:
This material has been created for the materials library at
the exhibition Building with Textiles at the Textile Museum in
Tilburg: www.textielmuseum.nl/en/exposition/building-withtextiles-the-expo

Water Connector
Marta Kisand, Barbro Scholz, Esther Stühmer

2013/2014

Inspirations/References: This is a sketch from a project of
ours involving weather conditions. It is an example of how the
surrounding can be used as a switch or for interaction.

This is an example of how a connection can use water to close
the circuit. A hydrochromic print shows when the fabric is wet
and the LED will light up. Please use additional coin battery for
stronger light.

www.martakisand.com
www.stuhmerscholz.de

Waves Fabric
Maurin Donneaud

Materials:
2014

Conductive fabric from Moline shop (Marché St Pierre, Paris),
red termocromic ink from sparkfun (47°) , conductive thread
from Carlgrim

This sample is esthetic research revolving around the idea of
a textile monitor/screen. Each one of its fibers have the ability
to appear and dissappear to create an animation. Adapting
its original decorative function, the structure of this textile is
suited to carry metallic threads in its weft. These threads are
completely isolated from one another. Because this textile
contains a lot of conductive fibers, it can obtain a very fine
resolution. The electric principle is based on a simple short
circuit that lasts for just a moment to heat up one thread which
in turn activates the thermochromic pigment in the textile. A
conductive thread is sewn on the selfedge to connect every one
of the fibres to one pole of the electricity source. The second
pole is made by à single thread that you should move on to
the fabric to cause short circuits that animate the fabric. This
sample represent a source of inspiration for future projects.

www.maurin.donneaud.free.fr

Woven Pixel
Anne-Marie Lavigne
The woven pixel is part of a project called Woven Signals which
aims to combine new technologies with traditional processes
to create functional fibers and integrated interactive textiles
– in this case, a woven display. Woven Signals is inspired
by the mutually influential relationship between textiles and
communications, and aims to investigate a fiber’s ability to
transmit information and emotion through visual and tactile
interaction.
The woven pixel is a double-woven patch with a 2.5cm x
2.5cm square in the center. This square contains thread dyed
with thermochromic ink and interwoven with conductive wire.
When a current passes through the conductive wire, the heat
generated triggers the value of the treated wool to change from
grey to clear.

Test Setup: To test the woven pixel, connect it to an external
power supply and run between 300mA and 400mA of current
at ~1.5Volts. It takes ~30 seconds for the pixel value to change
from grey to clear. For more information on double weave and
for the circuit, visit http://emeteuz.com/Woven-Signals.
Materials: wool, cotton yarn, conductive wire, thermochromic
ink
Techniques: dyeing, spinning, double weave
Inspirations/References: Involving the Machine by Kobakant

www.emeteuz.com/Woven-Signals

